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Overlooking the Manchester Ship Canal on Centenary Way
in Trafford Park, this purpose built office building was
constructed back in 2010 for the Morson Group, housing
more than 300 employees.
The scheme had to be tailor-made to meet the client’s specific
requirements and TBS Fabrications were on hand to provide
the perfect solution for the design, manufacture and installation
of the new buildings staff and executive washrooms.
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The Perfect Solution
To the staff areas, TBS best-selling Genesis range was selected for
the wc cubicles, providing a stylish yet durable washroom, which 6
years on still looks as good as the day it was installed.
The installation of Slimline washroom cubicles with graphite
and white solid grade laminate doors and divisions, proved the
ideal choice to create prestigious washroom facilities with a
contemporary colour scheme for the company executives.
TBS’ Slimline range of washroom cubicles features discreet
aluminium pilasters and headrail which results in an overall
appearance of architectural simplicity; perfect for specifiers looking
for a visually minimal cubicle façade.
To both areas, TBS Zenith solid grade laminate duct panels in
matching decors, complete with metal frames were installed, to
conceal cisterns and pipework.
To complete the installation, to the staff areas, solid grade laminate
vanity tops on brackets were installed complete with underslung
basins and chrome traps. To the executive areas Hanex solid
surface vanity tops, again with underslung basins were specified to
complete the washrooms to a high standard, solid surface vanity
tops create a luxury feel which is hygienic and easy to maintain,
ideal for office environments.
Ged Mason OBE and CEO of Morson Group commented “TBS initial
coordination and planning ensured everything on our project was
completed and installed on time in a professional manner utilising
a range of their high quality washroom systems. Morson Group
would have no hesitation in recommending TBS or using their
services again in the future”
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